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VEGETABLES STUDY AND RESEARCH CENTRE                                                              

The location of the project is in the old town of Tudela (Navarra), which preserves a trace of narrows, passages and 

windings of Islamic origin and a tight and unique rooftop. Founded in 802 A.D. by emir al-Hakam, Tudela was known as the 

city of the 3 cultures, in which Arabs, Jews and Christians lived peacefully for many centuries. 

The chosen plot is placed in front of the Catedral and near Magdalena and San Nicolas churches, the 3 Romanic treasures 

preserved in Tudela. Another important period in architectural patrimony is from the Renaissance and includes the Casa del 

Almirante; today restored like a museum and the Palacio del Marqués de San Adrián; like the seat of the university. The 

third highlight in the town is the Baroque buildings like the Palacio del Marqués de Huarte; turned into a library.  

Palacio Labastida Baroque edifice and its surroundings are the selected area for the project. Built in the 1730 noteworthy for 

its size and location. The main floor opens to the street with 5 huge balconies that allow brighten and watch the processions. 

The upper floor has a gallery of arches with unique views to the apse of the Catedral where some unique 13th century 

Muslim latticework is still preserved. The facade is crowned with a wooden eaves and vegetable shape cantilevers and an 

anthropomorphic figure in the corner. 

The inside hides a spectacular imperial staircase, which conditions the house and facade. Probably the stairs follow the Italian 

tradition, as it is older even than the one in Madrid’s Palacio Real. The main hall, even more surprisingly, still retains its 

original mural decoration. In the spandrels of the arches 2 hanging branches with scenes inside are shown: Agricultural 

landscape and a lighthouse with a steamboat in the background (19th century). The scene of the agricultural landscape and the 

importance of vegetables in the riverbank of Tudela was what led me to project the CEIV. 

For many people the name of Tudela is associated to its vegetables. They are well known: artichokes, asparagus and 

“cogollicos” (lettuce hearts), to which the name or the simple quote from Tudela gives quality assurance. In addition, every 

May since the 1980s, is held the vegetables exaltation week, known at nationally and internationally. So is proposed the 

creation of a centre that covers both the agricultural study and research, as its cook and elaboration. This hub will enhance 

many aspects of Tudela’s already known agriculture and food, opening new files heretofore unexplored in town’s riverbank. 

Considering what has been said about the place and the purpose 3 targets are raised: 

-Recovering this plot next to the Catedral. 

-Restoring the ancient Baroque Palacio Labastida. 

-Creating a large public space for the use and enjoyment of the citizens 

The Vegetable Study and Research Centre or CEIV (Centro de Estudios e Investigación de la Verdura) consists of two 

independent buildings: Palacio Labastida, where the administration, the exhibition area and the library are located; and an 

“L” shape new building, surrounding the palace, where the teaching, research and study area, the auditorium and the 

restaurant are located. 

The Palacio’s main facade is restored while the back facades are whitewashed, the goal is to become a front facade (before 

hidden) not downplaying the main one and keeping the traces of time. The inside is in worse conditions although it retains 

the stairs and the noble floor, used for the offices. Whereas in the second floor, for the library, a more diaphanous ground and 

double height is gotten by binding with the garret. The ground floor and the cellar are used for the exhibition area. 

The new building for the CEIV consists of 4 brick volumes, 3 rectangular shaped and other one triangular shaped. This 

division is done to adjust the scale to the buildings in the old town. The whole building is connected at each floor by a 

walkway that crosses all volumes except on the ground floor where the auditorium is located. 

The main access is through the Plaza Vieja, by the 3 preserved facades, which are put on a concrete pedestal. It also sustains 

and brings unity to the 3 facades and makes a nod to the stone bases of the surrounding buildings. Inside, you reach to a large 

overhead lighted hall chaired by a sculptural spiral staircase. The staircase is another nod to the palace, because of the 

importance of this element in the Baroque. The hall is surrounded by walkways or large balconies that open to the Catedral. 

In the volume of the hall and in the next one, the classrooms are located. In the third rectangular volume all services, staff 

rooms and storage for kitchens; and in the triangular shaped volume laboratories, kitchens and restaurant. Surrounding the 

Palacio and between both buildings, there is a public plaza with some small stands facing the apse of the Catedral (now 

hidden) and a sunken orchard with a catwalk surrounding it, thus allowing visits and preventing it from being accessed. 

The triangle-shape building closes the plot. The plant is arranged around four also triangular shaped courtyards, one at each 

corner and one in the middle. In one corner stands the ladder, while the rest of yards are open above. Due to its high altitude 

and to favour lighting, uneven holes are placed in a Flemish rigging, having higher holes density as below. Thereby 

permitting all plans to receive the desired sunlight, reducing the direct entry of light and providing privacy; conditions that 

are essential for this kind of use.  

This equilateral prism that counterbalances Labastida building consists of a silent and castellated volume. It must be discreet 

not to downplay the Catedral or the Baroque Palacio, while it wants to attract greatest attention and visitors. A large 

minimalist volume which reconciles the need for discretion with the desire to attention: To be and not to be. 


